
CSC 2400: Computer Systems I 
Practice – Characters in C (continued) 

 
1. Log into your Unix account on tanner. Change your current directory to 

csc2400/characters.  
 
2. Write a C program uppercase.c that reads in characters from the user, one at a time, and does 

the following: if the character is a lowercase letter, print out the uppercase equivalent of the letter; 
otherwise, print out the character as it is. Use EOF to mark the end of user input. 

 
Sample output (user input is shown in italics): 
 

Please enter some text. Type in CTRL-D to finish. 
Hello csc2400 

 HELLO CSC2400 
 Bye <CTRL-D> 
 BYE 
 
 
3. Change the code from part 6. to capitalize only the first letter of each word. Words are separated by 

whitespaces (space ‘ ’, tab ‘\t’, newline ‘\n’).  Do this in two stages: 
 

3a. Print the first (alphanumeric) character of each word.  
 
To do this, we will design a Finite State Automata (FSA) – a model used to design computer 
programs. An FSA is composed of a finite number of states (IN and OUT below), and transitions 
between states, labeled by events or conditions (WHITESPACE and NON-WHITESPACE below).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Write the code that implements this FSA. Use #define directives to define the FSA states. Use a 
switch statement to code the transitions between the two FSA states: 
 

int c; 
c = getchar(); 
switch(c) 
{ 
  case ‘ ’: 
  case ‘\t’: 
  case ‘\n’: /* whitespace, do something */ 
    break; 
  default:   /* non-whitespace, do something */ 
} 

OUT 
read character

IN 
read character 

NON-WHITESPACE: 
 

print chatacter 

WHITESPACE NON-WHITESPACE 

WHITESPACEstart 



 
 
3b. Capitalize the first character of each word (if the first character is a lowercase letter).  

 
Sample output (user input is shown in italics): 
 

Please enter some text. Type in CTRL-D to finish. 
Welcome to csc2400 
Welcome To Csc2400 

 Have fun, and learn lots!  
 Have Fun, And Learn Lots! 

 CTRL-D 


